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Firing Your Enamel

1. Putting your piece into the kiln:
screen
trivets
firing cloth
scalex
double sided pieces

2. Use a trowel or a firing fork2. Use a trowel or a firing fork
keep the screen LEVEL
place the screen into the kiln straight, not at an angle

3. Before you put your piece into the kiln...
a. where do you want to place the screen?
b. any temperature considerations?
c. is there anything you need to do when you remove the piece from the kiln?
d. do you have a plan?d. do you have a plan?

4. What is your INTENTION?
a. what Result do you want? What Result do you want to avoid?
b. what must happen/change in order to get this result?
c. how will you know if you’ve achieved the result? what can you look for?

5. things to look for:
a. firing stages: sugar, orange peel, glossy
b. color of the screen or trivetb. color of the screen or trivet
c. time it 
d. watch glue burn away

6. Safety
a. black trivets and screens can still be hot. don’t grab them
b. don’t assume anything is cool
c. don’t talk while you are in the kiln
d. don’t become interested in anything else when you are in the kilnd. don’t become interested in anything else when you are in the kiln
e. breathe and stay relaxed when going into the kiln and removing your piece from the kiln
f. don’t walk around with a hot screen
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Transparent Enamel Words

1. Single Color Gradation (2 enamels: light and medium value colors, same hue)

2. Single Color Gradation (3 enamels: light, medium, and dark value colors, same hue)

3. Single Color Gradation (3 enamels: light and medium value colors, same hue, with ux and opal white)

4. Change the Hue (Add a different color over a base color to create a new Hue)

5. Transparent enamel over Opaque white

6. Transparent enamel over other light value Opaque colors: yellow, green, blue, beige, pink, purple

77. Transparent enamel over salt and pepper Opaque color combination

8. Transparent enamel over foil patterns (over opaque white enamel)

9. Transparent enamel over foil patterns (over opaque black enamel)

10. Flux over Foil patterns over Transparent colors

11. Flux over Foil patterns over Opaque colors



What do i see? What can I change?



Play with Shapes
What do i see? What can I change?

1. Draw one line so that the oval is divided into two different shapes.
2. Draw two lines so that the oval is divided into three or more shapes.



Play with Patterns
What do i see? What can I change?

1. Draw  small shape. 
2. Draw the same shape twice.
3. Draw many of the same shapes together/


